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ARE YOU FAUX REAL?

INTRODUCTION

In the first season of the long-running sitcom “Frasier,” the title character purchases a painting and hosts a party to exhibit his new purchase. But he is humiliated when the artist arrives and declares that the painting is a forgery.1 Frasier hurries to the art gallery to demand a refund, but the owner points to the signature on the painting as proof of its legitimacy. Frasier is appalled because he knows the painting, including the signature, is fake. He tells the gallery owner that the work is a forgery, and the owner laughs, “Well if it is, it’s a damn good one.”2 When Frasier arrives home defeated he calls the police. His father, a retired officer, suggests calling the Fine Arts Forgery Department but then laughs and says, “The boys downtown have their hands full with murders and robberies. They don’t have time for this artsy-fartsy stuff.” Frasier wants to litigate the matter but is advised against it because it is time-consuming and expensive, possibly costing more than the art itself. He comes to the realization that sometimes life is not fair. At the conclusion of the episode, Frasier’s brother takes justice into his own hands and throws a brick through the gallery’s window. So in the end, Frasier is stuck with his once beloved, but now worthless, painting, which he hangs in the bathroom.

Why is Frasier so outraged? Before the work was revealed as a forgery he was proud to display the painting. But like many who have purchased forgeries,3 a once admired work becomes the source of shame, embarrassment, and failure. As this article will explore, many buyers of forged works experience the same frustration. However, the number of forgeries on the market has increased during the past few decades.4 The economics of supply and demand suggest there will be no end to the escalating commercial value for a limited number of exalted works of art. With commercial art market players responsible for assessing the value of art, market prices will continue to soar and art forgery will flourish.5 What remedies are available to aggrieved buyers? When art market players and attorneys discuss authentication, the question of authorship is the central issue to be examined: was the work created by the identified author, or is the actual creator someone other

1 Frasier: The Crucible (NBC television broadcast Oct. 21, 1993).
2 Id.
3 Forgery may be defined as “a work of art presented to a buyer or audience with the intention to deceive.” DENIS DUTTON, Art Hoaxes, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HOAXES, http://denisdutton.com/art_hoaxes.htm.
than the one claimed? However, authorship has not always been a major focus in the art market.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Rise in Authorship

Art historians and scientists now generally agree that the oldest piece of art was created over 40,000 years ago in what is now Spain. There is no identification of the artist; in fact, for the vast majority of art history the identities of artists remained anonymous. This trend is clear throughout history. In ancient Egypt sculptors and painters were not seen as creative individuals, but were paid artisans who worked as part of a team. Even the lead master craftsman remained anonymous, with all credit belonging to the patron who commissioned the work. A rise in signatures and the recognition of authorship began in Ancient Greece with the acknowledgement of exceptional artists like Euphronios. Academics credit Sophilos’ signature with being recognized as the first Attic vase painter known by his true name.

This work may have been done by Neanderthals, not modern Homo sapiens. Michael Marshall, Oldest Confirmed Cave Art is a Single Red Dot, NEW SCIENTIST (June 14, 2012), http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn21925-oldest-confirmed-cave-art-is-a-single-red-dot.html.


Sergio Donadoni, The Egyptians 57 (University of Chicago Press 1997), https://books.google.com/books?id=MCTbJ0VozGQC&pg=PA57&lpg=PA57&dq=anonymity+in+egyptian+art&source=bl&ots=DoWOR4gSIG&sig=F34HmWRGBUUnSOH-GMmFgpNc&hl=en&s=JrjxvZGSBKnsATenoKYCA&ved=0CCgQ6AEwAhgK#v=onepage&q=anonymity%20in%20egyptian%20art&f=false.

Euphronios was active in Athens during the late sixth and early fifth centuries B.C. He was one of the most important artists of the red-figure technique. He was active during the transition from Late Archaic to Early Classical art. Even Euphronios’ earliest known works demonstrate a total control of the technical abilities necessary for red-figure vase painting. In addition, he was responsible for introducing a number of technical advances to the red-figure technique. These and his artistic innovations were highly influential. See Michael Norris, ET AL., GREEK ART FROM PREHISTORIC TO CLASSICAL: A RESOURCE FOR EDUCATORS, THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART 34, 51 (2000).

Although Sophilos is the earliest known vase painter by his true name, he is not the earliest artist. There is a still earlier name on a krater (a wine mixing bowl) from one of the Greek colonies in Southern Italy, which dates to the middle 7th century B.C. and was found in the city of Cerveteri. It is known as the “Aristonothos krater” because of an inscription among the figures that reads “Aristonothos epoiesen” (“made by Aristonothos”). The word “epoiesen” (“made”) is usually used to denote the potter, but in this case it is possible that potter and painter were the
and vase painter in the black-figure style during the 6th century B.C.

The rise in authorship during this period may be explained by the fact that Greeks worshipped the aesthetic qualities of great art and wrote extensively on artistic theory. Another reason for signatures relates to the sense of competition among artists. In addition to the competitive spirit, signatures were affixed to works as a means of indicating quality. Just as modern trademarks differentiate between products and guarantee that those sharing the same mark also share the same quality, ancient artists signed their works to signify quality and differentiate their creations. However this practice did not continue consistently throughout art history. Whereas Greek artists were highly revered in Ancient Greek society, most Roman artisans were unidentified and considered tradesmen. In fact, much ancient art was created without recognition going to the artist; modern art historians place names on these works according either to where the objects are found or displayed, like the Berlin Painter, or a characteristic of the work, like the Ampersand Painter.

Artists practiced uncelebrated for centuries. Through the Middle Ages the main purposes of art were historical reference and religious devotion, and the identity of the artist was of little import.

---

12 The Oxford Handbook of Greek and Roman Art and Architecture 117–119 (Clemente Marconi ed.,2015) (discussing an amphora from the late 6th century B.C. [today in the Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptotek in Munich, Germany] that speaks to this highly competitive environment. Euthimides, one of the pioneers of the red-figure technique, painted it. Among three figures of dancing men the painter wrote “hos oudepute Euphronios,” meaning “as never Euphrinos [could have done].” That was quite a boast as Euphrinos was one of the foremost painters of his generation.).
16 Id.
Accomplished artists were respected and rewarded handsomely, but few knew or cared who they were except perhaps for their patrons—usually the Church, nobility, or the State. During this period it was the norm for artists not to sign their works. However, authorship gained significance during the Renaissance with the rise of Humanism, a philosophical movement that emphasized individuality and the importance of human, rather than divine or supernatural matters. At that point it became commonplace for artists to identify their works, and people began believing that artists injected something of themselves in their works. The concept of the sanctity of individual genius and talent is perhaps best embodied by Michelangelo. “He is the first example of the modern, lonely, demonically impelled artist—the first to be completely possessed by his idea and for whom nothing exists but his idea—who feels a deep sense of responsibility towards his gifts and sees a higher and superhuman power in this artistic genius.”

B. The Existence of Forgeries

With the rise of authorship and the idea of individual creative forces, the market value of works by recognized artists began to rise, not only because of their artistic merit but also their economic worth. Buyers no longer desired art, but an object by a recognized “artist,” and so forgeries began to rise because of economic incentives. During the Renaissance, forgeries entered the market in full force. Michelangelo himself is well known for committing one of the first recorded instances of forgery. In 1496, Michelangelo sculpted a

---

23 CLAUDIA MOSCOVIC, ROMANTICISM AND POSTROMANTCISM 59 (2007).
24 JESSE MCDONALD, MICHELANGELO 7 (2001) (“The cult or the artist as an individual genius, rather than craftsman employed for a specific commission, owes its development to Michelangelo and his older contemporary and rival, Leonardo.”).
27 JONATHAN KEATS, FORGED: WHY FAKES ARE THE GREAT ART OF OUR AGE 8–11 (2013) (Keats suggests the earliest artist to be forged was St. Luke, as the artist who painted the portrait of Mary and Jesus entitled Hodeghetria. Because St. Luke’s identity was linked with Jesus Christ, work done by his hand had a priceless and inextricable value. Keats relates this forgery and presents a compelling discussion of fake religious relics, which he compares to forged artwork.).
sleeping cupid and then buried it so that it would appear older. He was advised that the sculpture’s apparent age would increase its value and command a higher price. Michelangelo sold the sculpture through a dealer to Cardinal Raffaello Riario, who ultimately discovered that the sculpture was artificially aged. Although the cardinal demanded a refund from the dealer, he allowed Michelangelo to keep his percentage of the sale because he was so impressed with his work. His youthful transgression was overlooked because of his talent, and this incident only added to his fame. Giorgio Vasari admired Michelangelo’s ability to convincingly copy the work of ancients, praising it as a “triumph over antiquity,” and the sculpture was eventually displayed in Castello di San Giorgio in Mantua, near another cupid that was deemed to be a genuine antique work by Praxiteles. Its current location is unknown, but scholars believe it to have been destroyed in a fire at Whitehall Palace in 1698.

As the Renaissance ushered in Humanism and placed emphasis on the value of human achievement, an increased value was placed on individual artists. This movement lead to an era that was artistically rich and expanded the art market. After the Renaissance the art market continued to grow. The redistribution of the world’s wealth after the Renaissance created an explosive demand for art by a prosperous mercantile middle class. Guilds of master artists and their students churned out art to fill this ever-increasing demand. The sale of state and ecclesiastical art collections created new secondary markets in the form of dealers, galleries, and auction houses. For the first time in

29 Id.
30 Id.
32 Id.
35 Id.
38 RICHARDSON, supra note 28, at 15.
39 See generally RICHARD A. GOLDSHWAIET, WEALTH AND THE DEMAND FOR ART IN ITALY, 1300-1600 (1993); see also Dolice, supra note 5.
40 The secondary art market includes all markets in which art is not purchased directly from the artist. See RICHARDSON, supra note 28.
history art became a commercial commodity. It was an opportune time to saturate the market with forgeries. This period also witnessed a heightened interest in antiquities, raising the value of these objects. The market was expanding; art objects became commercial items, with the associated values reflected in the identity of the artist. As such, it became the norm for painters to sign their works.

C. A Robust Art Market Leads to Increasing Prices and the Prevalence of Forgeries

Fraudulent art appeared on the market because there were not enough works to satiate buyers. A robust marketplace for a valuable class of goods encourages the creation of counterfeits. Before artworks acquired monetary value forgery was not a rampant problem, but once these pieces became more valuable, the number of forgeries rose. Artwork generally derives monetary value from two factors: the aesthetic qualities they embody and their authorship. It is the second of these two factors that comes into play in most cases of forgery. Although common for four centuries, by the nineteenth century the presence of forgeries was recognized as a major phenomenon. By the twentieth century the distinction between an original and a copy became stark.

1. The Current Market is Full of Forgeries

The art market has been on fire since the 1990s. In 1990, the most expensive auction sale was realized with the sale of an 1876 painting of a Paris dance crowd. After adjusting for inflation, the price of the winning bid was $154 million. Since that record-breaking sale, the art market has continued to thrive. The ten most valuable paintings to be

41 See Dolice, supra note 5.
45 See Dutton, supra note 3.
47 See KEATS, supra note 27, at 3.
49 Id.
50 When adjusted for inflation.
sold at auction were all sold in 1990 or later. Of the sixty-one most expensive paintings ever sold at auction, only eight were sold prior to 1990, and each was sold in the 1980s. In fact, a graph provided by Forbes Magazine reflects the dramatic trend in which high-priced sales have accelerated during the past quarter-century.

Art has been prized by both experienced collectors and first-time art buyers at auction. In fact, the growing interest in the art world has introduced a new wave of investment products for art objects. Entire companies have developed in the field of art investment consultation, using art as an alternative investment vehicle. Some economists claim that art is a more sound investment than stocks, citing the fact that art outperforms the stock market. Since the Second World War groups of wealthy investors purchased artwork during unstable economic periods. In 2013, a record-breaking sale at Christie’s Inc. was such a success that industry representatives have credited the nearly half billion-dollar sale with ushering in a “new era.”

During this period of high unemployment in the United States, a recession in Europe, and an economic slowdown in China, the wealthy are investing massive amounts of money on luxury items such as art.

Forgeries have been on the rise with the skyrocketing value of art. The phenomenon of blockbuster auctions came into full force towards the end of the twentieth century. As stated by well-known gallerist Larry Gagosian, “[high values for contemporary art] show[] how broad the market is—as in deep pockets.”

During the past few decades the news has been full of front-page headlines reporting the exorbitant

---

52 Id.
56 Harry Bradford, Wealthy’s Art Investments Beat Stocks, Real Estate Over Last Decade, HUFFINGTON POST (May 2, 2012, 12:50 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/02/art-market-is-attractive-investment_n_1470800.html.
57 Id.
59 Id.
prices realized at auction: “‘The Scream’ Scares Up $120 Million and Shatters Records at Sotheby’s Epic Impressionist and Modern Sale”, 61 “Giacometti sculpture sells for record $104M”, 62 “Relentless Bidding, and Record Prices for Contemporary Art at Christie’s Auction”, 63 and even “Why Francis Bacon deserves to beat The Scream’s Record-Breaking Price Tag.” 64 With headlines like these, it is no wonder that the world’s attention has focused on the art market and valuable paintings. Who can ignore the value of these soaring sales? Clearly, this reality has not escaped the notice of forgers.

From an economic viewpoint the rise in forgeries is logical because they are a response to market demand. 65 As art prices surge, so does the incentive to forge. Selling a forgery for millions of dollars is a windfall. According to well-known art historian Theodore E. Stebbins, Jr., “[t]he art market is tricky, unorganized, and unregulated . . . and in this market it pays very well for people to sell objects that aren’t what they purport to be.” 66 Now the art market is at a juncture where forgeries comprise a significant portion of the market. The number of forgeries is unknown. 67 A sampling of various sources exhibits the difference in number. 68 European law enforcement experts opine that “as much as half the art in circulation on the international market could be forged.” 69 The Metropolitan Museum of Art’s former director, Thomas Hoving, has even stated that 40% of the works at the Met are forged. 70 The Rembrandt Project reached a similar conclusion following the examination of 627 alleged Rembrandt works, with only 267 deemed authentic. 71 Experts opine that over half the market is

63 Vogel, supra note 60.
66 Id.
67 This is particularly because the inherent nature of a fake is that its true identity is misrepresented and often goes undetected.
70 This accounts for only the works of which he is aware. See THOMAS HOVING, FALSE IMPRESSIONS: THE HUNT FOR BIG-TIME ART FAKES (1997).
comprised of forgeries\textsuperscript{72} with some believing that fakes comprise 50–70\% of the art market.\textsuperscript{73}

2. There is a Circular Relationship: The Art Market Thrives, Prices Increase, and Connoisseurship Gains Greater Importance

As the art market expanded so too did the practice of connoisseurship.\textsuperscript{74} Collectors turned to experts to lead them to their purchases, advising on quality, rarity, value, and even authorship. Today’s conception of art forgery emphasizes the notion that originals possess certain qualities absent in even the best copies. This framework requires the existence of an expert with a unique ability to distinguish between the two. The emergence of professional connoisseurs coincided with the rise of forgeries.\textsuperscript{75} The relationship is circular: as prices escalate the need for a connoisseur’s opinion rises, and as connoisseurs vouch for works and their authenticity, the works become more coveted and art market prices rise even higher.

Interestingly, the rise of professional connoisseurs increased the value of works on the art market;\textsuperscript{76} they helped to broaden the art market, as they laid the foundation for great collections.\textsuperscript{77} One well-known connoisseur, Bernard Berensen, collaborated with art dealer Joseph Duveen, who is credited with expanding the market for Renaissance art. He created some of the greatest collections in the United States by selling European works to wealthy Americans interested in enriching their lives through art.\textsuperscript{78} As Duveen famously quipped, “Europe has a great deal of art, and America has a great deal of money.”\textsuperscript{79} With that money Duveen supplied works to William Randolph Hearst, Henry Clay Frick, J.P. Morgan, Andrew Mellon, and John D. Rockefeller, among others.\textsuperscript{80} These art collections eventually became the heart of some of America’s most significant museums.\textsuperscript{81}

Duveen and Berenson had a convenient arrangement beneficial to both their interests.\textsuperscript{82} In order for Duveen to sell high-priced paintings to

\textsuperscript{73} Tom Sykes, Are Over Half the Works on the Art Market Really Fakes?, DAILY BEAST (Oct. 17, 2014, 5:45 AM), http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/10/17/are-over-half-the-works-on-the-art-market-fakes.html.
\textsuperscript{74} See Hope, supra note 46.
\textsuperscript{75} Id.
\textsuperscript{76} Id.
\textsuperscript{77} Id.
\textsuperscript{78} Id.
\textsuperscript{80} See MERYLE SECREST, DUVENE: A LIFE IN ART (2004).
\textsuperscript{83} See Peppiatt, supra note 77.
\textsuperscript{84} Barbara Klose-Ullmann, The Secret Partnership and the Dynamics of Art, 26 HOMO
collectors, Berenson’s authentication served as a stamp of approval allaying fears of investing vast sums of money in artwork. Berenson initially avoided joining Duveen due to his wariness of dealers, but financial considerations eventually led him to join the prosperous dealer. The relationship between Berenson and Duveen was kept secret, although they maintained a thirty-year contract to work together. This was done for the sake of both parties: Berenson did not want to harm his reputation as a connoisseur, and Duveen wanted to provide clients with “independent” appraisals. However, the contract terms do not indicate a disinterested relationship: Berenson was provided with 25% of the profits that Duveen acquired due to his guidance. Not only was Berenson receiving money from Duveen’s sales, the dealer also applied pressure, insisting that Berenson provide advice contrary to his beliefs. Sadly, Berenson was not always steadfast in his convictions and caved. During the course of the business relationship Berenson certified some questionable attributions. Later in life he regretted some of his professional opinions and lamented the fact that he had “profaned” the art world. It is important to note that a number of the paintings he sold have turned out to be fakes; but it is uncertain whether he knew this at the time of sale.

II. HOW THE LAW GRAPPLIES WITH AUTHENTICITY

A. The First High Profile Authentication Battle in US Courts: Hahn v. Duveen

Although problematic attributions were discovered only after the passing of Duveen and Berenson, complicated issues surrounding connoisseurship also arose during their lifetimes, most famously in a legal dispute related to a Leonardo da Vinci attribution. Judge Black astutely observed the absurdity of the art market and connoisseurship in Hahn v. Duveen. In 1920 Andree Hahn, the owner of a painting, sued Duveen for slander of title, claiming that Duveen’s disparaging statements damaged her negotiations with an art museum and several
galleries that were considering the purchase of the painting.\textsuperscript{91} Ms. Hahn believed the painting was by Leonardo, but when a newspaper called Duveen for his opinion, the dealer stated the work was not by the Renaissance master.\textsuperscript{92} This statement triggered a nine-year legal battle and four-week trial. Shockingly, Duveen never saw the work, neither in person nor in a photo before making his initial proclamation. He reasoned that the real work with that title (\textit{La Belle Ferronniere}) was not in the United States, but in the Louvre; therefore, the Hahns could not possibly have an original.\textsuperscript{93} Duveen further stated that the Hahns’ certificate of authenticity was fake.\textsuperscript{94} Based on his opinion the $250,000 sale of the work to the Kansas City Art Gallery never came to fruition.\textsuperscript{95} Duveen’s statements rendered the work nearly worthless and unsellable.

Two questions were presented at trial: (1) Were Duveen’s statements false? and (2) Were they made with actual malice? To win her case, Hahn needed to prove that Duveen made a false statement with actual malice; therefore, she needed to show that Duveen’s statements were false. With Duveen’s partner, Berenson, as the leading authority on Renaissance paintings, this was a tremendous hurdle. As the case progressed, both parties relied on expert testimony related to scientific evidence and historical documents. As described in John Brewer’s “The American Leonardo,” the case exposed the underbelly of the art world, including the contentious relationships between rival connoisseurs, and the ability of Joseph Duveen to sway the museum community.\textsuperscript{96} After a drawn out legal battle, the jury was hung. While awaiting retrial the parties settled, with Duveen purportedly paying $60,000 plus legal fees.\textsuperscript{97}

\textit{Hahn v. Duveen} is interesting, not only for its outcome and the media circus surrounding the trial, but also for the judge’s insightful observations about valuation, authenticity, and the art market. Judge Black’s opinion harshly critiques the art market and the processes used by connoisseurs. He referred to experts as those “who claim to have a sixth sense which enables some of them after they have seen a picture even for five minutes to definitely determine whether it is genuine or not.”\textsuperscript{98} He also warned the jury, “[a]n expert is no better than his knowledge. His opinion is taken or rejected because he knows or does

\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 187.
\textsuperscript{92} Id.
\textsuperscript{93} Id.
\textsuperscript{94} Id.
\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{98} Hahn v. Duveen, 234 N.Y.S. 185, 192 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1929).
not know more than one who has not studied a particular subject. . . . Because a man claims to be an expert, that does not make him one.” Judge Black summarized the case: “The real point is whether a dealer or an expert, however famous . . . can, without seeing a picture, declare that it is not the product of a certain master.

Judge Black’s insights are just as astute today. A sixth sense is unexplainable; it cannot be questioned or cross-examined and lacks any type of definitive and objective standard. How can one disprove the expertise of a well-known connoisseur? Equally qualified experts often disagree on attribution. One troubling result is that experts fear litigation and withhold their opinions, making it difficult to seek an accurate attribution. 

Hahn v. Duveen serves as a cautionary tale to those providing opinions. The case was widely followed and received great publicity since one of the world’s leading dealers was sued for providing his opinion. And although the parties settled before retrial, Duveen faced legal expenses and paid a hefty sum to settle the matter. As for the painting, Duveen was ultimately vindicated after his death; the painting was finally sold for $1.5 million in 2010, and was attributed to a follower of Leonardo, not the Florentine master.

Since the time of this lawsuit questions have arisen over connoisseurs’ expertise and credibility. Connoisseurship is not a disinterested pursuit of truth, based exclusively on a careful and objective consideration of the evidence, whether visual or documentary. Just as Berenson was coaxed to provide ingenuous opinions, other experts have been sued or accused of acting with ulterior motives, as this article will further explore.

III. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE “AUTHENTIC”?

A. Authenticity as a Three-Legged Stool

In forming authenticity judgments, not all experts rely on a “sixth” sense. Authentication has been likened to a three-legged stool, which relies on three prongs: (1) forensics; (2) provenance; and (3)
connoisseurship. The first prong, forensics, uses scientific testing to delve into a work’s authorship. This area is in constant flux as it develops with evolving technology; analysis includes testing materials, such as paint samples and canvas fibers. Forensics utilizes tools such as Raman microspectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, scientific photography, radiocarbon dating, thermoluminescence, and fingerprint analysis. Scientists also use histograms to statistically examine paintings based on the composition of pixels in images. Some see forensic analysis as a trustworthy approach to examining hotly disputed works, as its evidence is impartial and unbiased, in the same way clues at a crime scene lead to an answer. The appeal of scientific testing is that technology’s ever-changing advancements allow professionals to examine authenticity from an objective vantage point. This, however, is also its limitation. Forgers are aware of testing methods, and they work to find ingenious ways to avoid detection by skilled forensic experts. Likened to an arms race, it is difficult to remain apprised of technology used by forgers and their detectors.

The second authentication prong is provenance, which documents an object’s history of ownership. To build a provenance, researchers examine a totality of records, including sales records, catalogs, and any other historical evidence that can trace the work’s ownership and location history. To ensure that a work originated with a particular artist, historians create a chronology, supported by documentation and historical records. Some of the work in developing a work’s history is serendipitous, as in cases where an object was captured in an old family photograph or a newspaper report. The strongest provenance is that which can be traced back to the artist, without any gaps.

The final authentication prong utilizes the ineffable expertise of a connoisseur. According to Merriam-Webster a connoisseur is “one who understands the details, techniques, or principles of an artist and is competent to act as a critical judge.” However those with this skill

---


106 See Secrets of the Dead: The Mona Lisa Mystery (PBS television broadcast July 9, 2014) (discussing the scientific analyses completed on the Mona Lisa and other versions of the same painting).


often remark that their ability should be likened to a sixth sense, as they are unable to explain their determinations.\textsuperscript{110} This unexplainable aspect of connoisseurs’ judgments has become the focus of frustration and legal dramas, and has led some in the art market to question the weight placed on these opinions.\textsuperscript{111}

Authentication is established by balancing these three prongs, however many of these tests do not provide definitive results. The three tools may beget different results, with the various disciplines not aligned in their conclusions; specialists often disagree on attribution.

B. The Vulnerability of Modern Masters Leads to the Shuttering of One of the Most Prestigious American Galleries

One genre of art that has been plagued by forgery scandals is works by the Modern Masters, such as Jackson Pollock and Andy Warhol. The market for these works is incredibly robust, with nearly half of the top-selling pieces at auction by artists born after 1910.\textsuperscript{112} In fact, the market for modern and contemporary art has been outperforming expectations for decades.\textsuperscript{113} Modern forgers seem to favor twentieth century abstract and expressionist styles because mimicking Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings is easier than imitating old masters such as Rembrandt.\textsuperscript{114} The forgery case that has sent the art world into a tailspin, \textit{Lagrange v. Knoedler Gallery}, was filed against the well-known New York gallery in late 2011.\textsuperscript{115}

The Knoedler Gallery traces its origins to 1846, when French dealers opened a gallery branch in New York.\textsuperscript{116} Michael Knoedler emigrated from Paris to New York in 1852 to take charge of the New York location.\textsuperscript{117} By 1889, the gallery was known as “Knoedler’s.”\textsuperscript{118} Although originally specializing in Old Masters, the firm has focused
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increasingly on contemporary art since the late 1970s. The gallery closed in 2011 due to a scandal involving forgers. At the time it was one of the oldest operating commercial art galleries in United States. The gallery had survived the Civil War, but it was brought down by art criminals after a string of lawsuits.

The first lawsuit was filed on December 1, 2011 when well-known Belgian hedge fund manager and financier Pierre Lagrange alleged that the Knoedler Gallery was selling forgeries. The Belgian collector purchased an untitled Jackson Pollock painting from the gallery in November 2007 for $17 million. The work was not listed in the artist’s catalogue raisonné, but the gallery assured Lagrange that the newest supplement would include it. Lagrange had previously attempted to sell the work at auction through Sotheby’s and Christie’s, however both auction houses rejected the painting citing authenticity concerns, provenance issues, and the work’s omission from the catalogue. At that point, Lagrange hired a forensics company to test the painting. The results suggested the work was not by Pollock, as anachronistic elements were found in the painting—there were pigments in the painting that had not been available prior to Pollock’s death. Lagrange provided this information to the Knoedler Gallery on November 29, 2011. The next day, the gallery announced its closing. The gallery claimed that the closing was a “business decision” unrelated to the lawsuit.

According to Lagrange’s complaint the gallery and its former president, Ann Freedman, knowingly sold multi-million dollar forgeries. Following Lagrange’s filing, a stream of other buyers also filed suit against the gallery. The gallery initially claimed the works were real, but through the legal proceedings a complex fraud was uncovered. The FBI was brought in. It was revealed that the gallery
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sold approximately forty forged works supplied by Glafira Rosales, who had supplied another twenty-three forgeries to New York dealer Julian Weissman. Mexican-native Glafira Rosales was at the center of an $80 million dollar scheme, supplying forgeries to various New York galleries. Her story was simple: she was a dealer, selling never-before-seen works for a client who had inherited the paintings from his father and insisted on anonymity.

Once investigators delved into Rosales’ past the story unraveled. She was not associated with a major art collector, but rather was working with a forger to create new works. Ms. Rosales commissioned the paintings from Chinese immigrant Pei-Shen Qian. He had come to the United States in 1981, attended art classes in New York, and was discovered by Ms. Rosales’s partner and former boyfriend Jose Carlos Bergantinos Diaz in the 1980s. Diaz commissioned Qian’s forgeries, which along with fake signatures were treated in order to make them appear older. According to a federal grand jury indictment, Qian made sixty-three forgeries. He purportedly supplied Rosales with the paintings over the course of two decades. Whereas Rosales made millions from this scheme, the artist made as little as a few thousand dollars for each work. On the other hand, one of Knoedler’s victims claimed that between 1996 and 2008, the gallery earned approximately $60 million from works that Ms. Rosales provided on consignment or sold outright to the gallery, and cleared $40 million in profits. Shockingly, the complaint alleges that the gallery’s entire profit from 2002 ($5.6 million) was made from the sale of Ms. Rosales’s works.

Ann Freedman has consistently asserted that she was oblivious to the fact that the works were fake. This claim is suspect because Rosales was supplying the Knoedler Gallery with a steady stream of
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high value artwork. Victims of the forgery scheme claim that Freedman is culpable because she was cognizant of problems with the works, but concealed those issues. For example, some claim that Freedman knew of forensic testing results indicating that certain paintings were forgeries, but the gallery rejected the experts’ conclusions and failed to disclose that information to potential purchasers.\textsuperscript{143} There is proof of willful ignorance; Freedman avoided certain art experts from fear that the works would be rejected. It is alleged that the defendants received a negative report from the International Foundation for Art Research (IFAR), so Freedman and Rosales changed their story about the works’ origins, and submitted no other Rosales consignments to IFAR.\textsuperscript{144} Even worse is the claim that Freedman actively defrauded clients; the provenance supplied by Rosales was altered over time, sometimes on the basis of suggestions by Freedman.\textsuperscript{145} It is contended that Freedman attempted to conceal negative information from potential customers, misrepresented expert opinions, and helped provide fabricated stories about works’ provenance histories.\textsuperscript{146} In one instance, Rosales claimed that the son of anonymous collector, Mr. X, had inherited the paintings. However Freedman suggested altering this information by naming artist Alfonso Ossorio as the liaison between Mr. X and the other artists.\textsuperscript{147} Freedman’s court filings state that she “surmised” that Ossorio might have played a role.\textsuperscript{148}

Freedman says she attempted to overcome insufficient provenance by placing art in reputable collections.\textsuperscript{149} She has claimed her innocence is demonstrated by the fact that she purchased three paintings from Rosales.\textsuperscript{150} However, those purchases do not prove anything, particularly because the forgeries were saleable through Knoedler. In fact, the federal district court in Manhattan rejected a motion to dismiss two lawsuits against Freedman, Rosales, and the Knoedler Gallery.\textsuperscript{151}

Justice Gardephe stated, “[t]he complaints also plead facts more broadly demonstrating that Freedman likely knew . . . that her statements were false.”

The 2011 lawsuit between Pierre Lagrange and the Knoedler Gallery was the first of several legal actions against the once-prominent gallery and its former president. The Lagrange suit settled for an undisclosed amount in October 2012, but not all of the other lawsuits have been resolved. One disturbing aspect of this case is the gallery’s role in the sale, and the concern that this type of behavior is widespread in the art market. How could the gallery have overlooked such glaring problems with provenance? How could collectors blindly believe a dealer, even one at a well-known establishment? Even more troubling is the way in which Ann Freedman, an art market professional with decades of experience, failed to recognize issues with the works, or even worse, assisted in the sale of problematic paintings. Moreover, other forgeries from Qian are most likely still on the market.

Rosales is currently facing criminal charges for her role in organizing this scheme. She admitted that from about 1996 until 2009 she “falsely represented authenticity and provenance” on works sold to Knoedler Gallery and Julian Weissman Fine Art as being works by abstract expressionists, including Mark Rothko and Robert Motherwell. She admitted the works were “actual fakes created by an individual residing in Queens.” She faces the possibility of ninety-nine years in prison. Knoedler Gallery’s ex-director presumably also had a role in these frauds. It is troubling that a director of a well-established and respected New York gallery was duped by Rosales’ story. Rosales provided absolutely no provenance information, not just for one piece, but for dozens of paintings. This seems suspect, and hard to believe, even for the most incredulous of dealers. Either Freedman was knowingly selling forgeries for millions of dollars, or completely oblivious to a simplistic forgery scheme.
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The Knoedler matter was relatively straightforward. A gallery was involved in a scheme selling high-priced forgeries to well-known clients, the forger was identified, the middleman was caught and placed in police custody, and a list of the forged works has been provided to the FBI. Although shocking that an established gallery played a prominent role in such a scheme, all players have been found, and the works were definitively deemed fake. However, not all forgery cases are so clear.

C. Sometimes There is No Definitive Answer Regarding Authorship

A recent authenticity dispute illustrates the challenges in making steadfast determinations about artwork; it is sometimes difficult to conclusively authenticate works. The case was featured in the New York Times in November 2013 in an article examining the tensions between sometimes complimentary but often opposing authentication methods. The article focused on a purported Pollock painting, Red, Black and Silver, in the collection of Ruth Kligman’s estate. Kligman was Jackson Pollock’s lover, and Lee Krasner, Pollock’s widow, has refused to authenticate the work. The difficulties inherent in this case involve all three methods of authentication analysis. In regard to provenance, a clear chain of ownership cannot be verified with documentation; however, Kligman’s relationship with the artist suggests it is possible she was given the painting directly from Pollock. During her life Kligman claimed Pollock had gifted her the painting, which he completed while in her company in the summer of 1956. Yet this story has not been verified; Pollock purportedly did not paint during the summer of 1956—he did not paint during the final year of his life.

To further delve into the past, forensics analysts studied the chemical composition of the paint along with other material clues. Testing can beget surprising results. In this case, a polar bear hair was
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found embedded in the paint.\textsuperscript{166} Although unexpected, it turns out that Pollock had a polar bear rug in his home in 1956, which is still in the home’s attic.\textsuperscript{167} Information such as this assists in strengthening a case for authenticity. Forensics specialist Nicholas D. K. Petraco, a retired New York City detective, has no doubts that the work is by Pollock.\textsuperscript{168} Not everyone agrees, however. Pitted against Petraco is connoisseur Francis V. O’Connor, stating that the work does not look like a Pollock.\textsuperscript{169} He opines that even if the work was made on Pollock’s estate, it wasn’t necessarily by Pollock’s hand.\textsuperscript{170} O’Connor concedes that connoisseurship “can seem mysterious, if not laughable, to the lay person,” but he defends the practice by stating that a connoisseur can detect a fake because he has “absorbed into visual memory the artist’s characteristic form—his shapes, compositional devices, linear rhythms, typical colors.”\textsuperscript{171} With disagreement between experts, the work is left in limbo. Even forensics evidence cannot “unequivocally prove who made it.”\textsuperscript{172}

D. Authenticity Disputes have Altered the Landscape for Art Experts

Frustrating authentication litigation has made art experts hesitant to provide opinions for fear of facing litigation because of the risk tied to the rising value of art.\textsuperscript{173} These individuals recognize the danger of the “opinion-giving business.”\textsuperscript{174} Dr. Abigail Gerdts, director of the Winslow Homer catalogue raisonné, has stated, “The stakes are just too high. I believe we should all get out of the opinion giving business.”\textsuperscript{175} This concern has led to a diminishing number of connoisseurs, and thus a decline in the quality of connoisseurship.\textsuperscript{176} Some experts smartly include disclaimers, as attorneys advise experts not to provide opinions without a waiver promising not to sue.\textsuperscript{177} These clauses are enforceable,\textsuperscript{178} but the plaintiff’s ability to
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overcome the covenant not to sue in *Whelan v. Andy Warhol Found. for the Visual Arts* caused fear in the art community.\(^{179}\) Simon-Whelan sidestepped a waiver he had signed by accusing the authentication board of monopolism.\(^{180}\) Although most such suits fail, experts fear being dragged into court to defend their opinions, suffering harm to their reputations and spending money to defend themselves in court.\(^{181}\) Whelan’s ability to overcome the contractually agreed-upon protection for the authentication board spooked other experts.\(^{182}\)

E. Authenticity Disputes Have Altered the Function of Authentication Boards and Artists’ Foundations

Not only are individuals reluctant to provide opinions, but artists’ foundations are also hesitant to address authenticity issues.\(^{183}\) The Board of Directors of The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. announced the dissolution of its authentication board on October 19, 2011.\(^{184}\) Although not mentioned on the foundation’s webpage, it is presumed that the cost of defending itself in a legal dispute was in part responsible for the board’s dissolution.\(^{185}\) The board was criticized for spending nearly $7 million defending itself in the Simon-Whelan litigation; however, that was not the only case against the foundation.\(^{186}\) Similarly, other artist foundations have faced questioning: the Giorgio and Isa de Chirico Foundation (an independent organization launched a legal challenge to the artist’s foundation);\(^{187}\) the Richard Diebenkorn Foundation (the foundation was threatened with legal action for not certifying works);\(^{188}\) and the Modigliani Institute (the president of the Modigliani Foundation faces allegations that he knowingly owner’s claim.).
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In the past few years numerous artists’ foundations have refrained from authenticating works, including the Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat as well as the Keith Haring and Roy Lichtenstein Foundations. The fear of litigation has led to the disbandment of many authentication boards; in January 2012, the Courtauld Institute of Art in London cancelled a forum on a controversial set of paintings by Francis Bacon, citing the “possibility of legal action” as the reason.

With regard to the alleged Pollock painting *Red, Black, and Silver*, the artist’s authentication board was placed in a difficult position. In 1995 the now-defunct Jackson Pollock authentication board offered to classify the work as a “problematic work,” meaning if further studies lead scholars to label the work as authentic, the board would not object. However Kligman was not satisfied. This is the fate of many works in which experts from different disciplines disagree about a work’s authenticity. More troubling is that a rash of recent cases has led to the disbandment of many authentication boards. Without these boards there can be no official judgments passed on works, and paintings remain in an indeterminate state. This is exactly what happened in the matter of *Simon-Whelan v. The Andy Warhol Found. for the Visual Arts*.

The lawsuit stems from the 1989 purchase of a silkscreened self-portrait of Andy Warhol for $195,000. The work was from a series by Warhol that associate Richard Ekstract claimed to have printed the series with the permission of, and under the direction of, Warhol. The Andy Warhol Foundation had authenticated the work prior to Simon-Whelan’s purchase, and had gone as far as stamping the painting with Warhol’s signature.

Simon-Whelan presented the silkscreen to the authentication Board in 2001, at which time the work was rejected. The Board, which preceded the Foundation, stamped on the back of the work “DENIED.” Simon-Whelan resubmitted the silkscreen in 2003, and the Board again denied it. The Board provided him with an explanation: it took issue with the canvas material and the rendering of the
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background colors; it compared the work with a similar Warhol series composed of ten identical works; and it could not confirm that Warhol sanctioned or authorized the canvas.198

Simon-Whelan sued in 2007, asserting that the Board restrained trade and violated the Sherman Antitrust Act by attempting to monopolize the market for Warhol works.199 Simon-Whelan alleged that the Foundation conspired to reject genuine works in an attempt to artificially reduce the number of works on the market to inflate prices.200 The collector alleged that this scheme would enrich the Foundation, which owns and sometimes sells works.201 The court deemed the antitrust theory plausible, but never had the opportunity to issue a ruling.202 After moving through much of the discovery process, Simon-Whelan dropped the case as he could not afford to continue litigation.203 He stated that he still believed in the work’s authenticity.204 The Warhol Foundation decided to continue pursuing its counterclaims, however, and the parties reached a tentative settlement in 2010: each side would drop its claims, Simon-Whelan would state that he had found no evidence of any wrongdoing by the Foundation, and he agreed not to profit from his claims, such as from film or book royalties.205

Although settled before trial, Simon-Whelan v. Andy Warhol Foundation underscores the challenges with authentication determinations. It is extremely difficult to receive any type of legal remedy against authentication committees, for courts have held that there is no legal obligation to express an opinion on an artwork.206 In Thome v. Calder, for example, the court found that although an artist’s foundation may be the only organization with the power to authenticate works by a particular artist, it does not give the foundation any legal duty to provide an opinion.207 Freedom of speech considerations under the First Amendment prohibit U.S. courts from requiring experts to opine on authenticity.208 Furthermore, a court will not engage in the
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authentication process because it is not equipped to make these determinations.\textsuperscript{209} As stated by Judge Saxe in \textit{Thome}, courts are “not equipped to deliver a meaningful declaration of authenticity.”\textsuperscript{210} Regardless, the art market itself considers the decision of artists’ foundations and experts to be definitive, not the court’s rulings.\textsuperscript{211} This is clearly shown in another case involving a Calder work—a contract dispute over \textit{Rio Nero} in which the buyers of a mobile sued the sellers claiming the work was a forgery.\textsuperscript{212} During the course of litigation the generally accepted Calder authority, Klaus Perls, opined that the work was not by Calder. Although the court found the mobile was not a forgery,\textsuperscript{213} the work remains unsalable on the art market.\textsuperscript{214}

In February 2014 owners of artwork purportedly purchased from friends of Haring filed a case against the Keith Haring Foundation.\textsuperscript{215} The works potentially could be worth over $40 million, if authentic.\textsuperscript{216} In 2007, the artist’s foundation rejected the works, and then later rejected to review additional evidence presented by the collectors.\textsuperscript{217} The Foundation did not publish a catalogue raisonné of the artist’s works, but would accept applications for review and issues issue opinions on authenticity.\textsuperscript{218} Plaintiffs state that the Committee “made its decisions in secret, with little or no explanation, and often without ever physically inspecting the works.”\textsuperscript{219} Further, the complaint alleges that the Foundation dissolved its Authentication Committee in September 2012 for the purpose of shirking responsibility for “improper denials of authentic Haring artworks.”\textsuperscript{220} According to the plaintiffs, the Foundation harming Haring’s oeuvre, using “its authentication powers to carefully cultivate Haring’s image and obscure important facts about his working methods (\textit{i.e.}, uncredited collaboration with other artists) and his personal narrative . . .”\textsuperscript{221} The plaintiffs raised claims of defamation, unjust enrichment, and tortious interference with prospective business
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relations, as well as claims under the federal Lanham Act.\(^{222}\)

When the purported Haring works were displayed in March 2013, the Haring Foundation claimed that the works were counterfeits and filed a trademark and copyright infringement lawsuit to shut down the exhibition.\(^{223}\) The show’s promoter removed the works, and the collectors alleged that they were unable to sell any of them because auction houses will not sell objects not certified by the Foundation.\(^{224}\) As with other cases involving foundations, the plaintiffs here alleged that the Foundation acted out of financial self-interest by falsely reducing the number of Haring works on the market in order to inflate the value of the certified works in the Foundation’s possession.\(^{225}\) U.S. District Judge Denise Cote dismissed this lawsuit in March 2015.\(^{226}\)

F. Legislation was Introduced to Address Lawsuits Against Experts

Legal actions taken against authentication boards and experts harm the art market. Experts face responsibility for incorrect opinions, even those given in good faith, in addition to legal costs associated with defending themselves.\(^{227}\) As a result, authenticators are “speaking with silence” by not providing opinions, which is taking a toll on the market.\(^{228}\) In response to the shuttering of authentication boards and the lack of expert opinions, a bill was introduced to New York State Legislature in the spring of 2014. In an effort by the New York City Bar Association, an addition to § 13.04 of New York’s Art and Cultural Affairs Law was introduced to guard experts from baseless legal actions. Under the proposed law claimants must specify the wrong committed by the expert and show there is a significantly higher than 50% chance the allegations contained in the lawsuit are true.\(^{229}\) The legislation may increase availability of pieces for examination by scholars as they will be more willing to provide opinions about
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works. Though there are only a few cases of plaintiffs suing experts and successfully recovering damages, specialists fear the time and expense in defending lawsuits in addition to reputational harm. “As scholars grow reluctant to give opinions, forgers find it easier to circulate their wares.” Without experts alerting the market to forgeries, buyers are at a disadvantage as crafty forgers fool the public and face little resistance. It has been suggested that “[s]avvy art-buyers have noticed . . . and are spending less than they otherwise would. Less sophisticated ones will soon wise up and do likewise.” The veracity of this statement has not been explored, however the inability of collectors to receive opinions is problematic. The hesitation to speak allows forgeries to remain on the market and circulate amongst collectors. Conversely, it may also keep unattributed works from being recognized. If no one wants to be held financially and legally liable for an opinion, what information is available to a buyer seeking to purchase a work or seller wishing to sell an asset? Furthermore, an owner with any authenticity doubts may hesitate to sell from fear that he will be later sued for circulating a forgery. These collectors may not have any recourse at the time of sale or during a lawsuit. Thus artworks may remain in limbo without the ability to either be definitively authenticated or rejected. In fact even if a court decision is granted, it is uncertain whether the art market will accept its determination.

G. Authentication Determinations Can Have Shocking Results: Another Case Involving a Da Vinci

Another legal battle that shocked the art world involved another work alleged to be by Leonardo da Vinci. While living in Italy prior to 1955 art restorer Giannino Marchig purchased a drawing on vellum now known as La Bella Principessa. After his death, Marchig’s widow, Jeanne Marchig, consigned the work to Christie’s and informed them that her late husband believed the work originated from the Italian Renaissance. Christie’s expert disagreed. The drawing went to auction in 1998 and was listed in the auction catalogue as “German,
nineteenth Century.” The buyer, an art dealer, paid $21,850 for the vellum. In 2007, the work was sold to Peter Silverman for the $22,000. Silverman suspected the work was by the hand of the Florentine master, so he sent it for newly developed forensics testing, including dating analysis. With the results of the tests, some specialists lent their support to the da Vinci attribution. The specialists included Martin Kemp and Nicholas Turner, two leading da Vinci experts. The work was nicknamed La Bella Principessa and, if attributed to Leonardo, may be worth up to $150 million.

In 2009 Christie’s informed Marchig that some experts had attributed the vellum to da Vinci, at which point Marchig informed the auction house that she held them accountable for misattribution. Christie’s asserted that not all experts were in agreement; the auction house was skeptical of the attribution, which was based on new technology not available at the time of the original attribution. Therefore, Christie’s asserted it was not “legally liable.” In May 2010 Marchig filed suit against the auction house for multiple counts, including negligent attribution. The case was dismissed on statute of limitations grounds, so the authorship issues were never addressed at trial. Although the outcome for Ms. Marchig is heartbreaking, the case was legitimately dismissed. Even if the case had moved forward, however, it is unlikely the court would have found negligence on the part of the auction house. The technology that confirmed the picture’s date of creation was not available until after Christie’s provided an opinion to the widow, so Christie’s could not have acted negligently.
Just as in *Hahn v. Duveen*, a lawsuit would not be able to advance without a definitive determination on the work’s true authorship.

Even today there is still no consensus regarding the work’s authorship. The provenance of *La Bella Principessa* is intriguing. Although Leonardo was the most famous artist of his time, there are no records that memorialize the creation of the work, or even a mention in Vasari’s biography of Leonardo.\(^{250}\) Experts in support of the attribution point to notes of an inventory of Leonardo’s effects taken in the early 1480s.\(^{251}\) There is mention of two works that might correspond to *La Bella Principessa*: works described as “Una testa in profilo con bella cappellatura” (“A head in profile with beautiful hair”) and “Una testa di putta con trezie rannodate” (“A head of a young lady with plaited locks”).\(^{252}\) Some scholars reason that it is impossible for such a work to remain unrecognized for half a millennium,\(^{253}\) however, the work was hidden in an unexpected place: the National Library of Poland in Warsaw.\(^{254}\) According to Edward Wright, Emeritus Professor of Art History at the University of South Florida, the vellum was in a volume that reached Poland in the early 1500s, when a member of the Sforza family married a Polish royal.\(^{255}\) Those in favor of the Leonardo attribution use this fact as a way of providing “indirect” provenance information.\(^{256}\)

With regard to connoisseurship, although Kemp may support the Leonardo attribution not all scholars agree; some, including Everett Fahy,\(^{257}\) have vocally disparaged the Leonardo authorship claims.\(^{258}\) Whereas Kemp points to the left-handed brushwork, this is not definitive proof that the work was done by da Vinci.\(^{259}\) One expert has stated, “I have not found this drawing to be compatible either in technique or in style with Leonardo.”\(^{260}\) There is concern about the
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vellum base, the stroke, the monotonously drawn details, and other features. One museum director asserted that the work is a twentieth century fake made from a “compilation of obviously Leonardesque elements that is not even close to Leonardo himself.”

To add another twist, famous forger Shaun Greenhalgh claimed to have created the work in 1978.

One of the most interesting aspects of this dispute relates to the forensics, the core of the Christie’s argument for dismissal. The auction house stated that it was not negligent in its attribution because the technology used to date the vellum to Leonardo’s era was not available prior to the 1998 auction. But are today’s forensics reliable? Those claiming a Leonardo attribution cite to analyses that support their contention; however, other forensics experts have reached different conclusions.

H. One of the Difficult Aspects of Authentication Determinations is Whom to Trust

One of the scientists supporting the Leonardo attribution is the now-infamous Peter Paul Biro, a man who once used a fingerprint to authenticate a Jackson Pollock painting that was a forgery. Biro has been accused of tampering with testing results by planting evidence on artworks. Biro is an innovator in the art forensics world for developing authentication technology; he examines works for traces of fingerprints embedded in paint or impressed on canvases. He uses a multispectral camera, a device of his own invention and the only one of its kind that is able to detect extraordinary levels of detail. He has also earned a notorious reputation; he has been accused of unethical and illegal behavior. The New Yorker devoted a 16,000 word exposé, “The Mark of a Masterpiece: The man who keeps finding famous fingerprints on uncelebrated works of art,” to Biro’s work. The July 2010 article
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by David Grann traces Biro’s career and work in forensics authentication, taking up the issue of whether Biro’s findings assist in authenticating a work or just add confusion and muddy the process further. In response to an instance where Biro found Pollock’s fingerprints on a collection of works, paintings made with materials that post-date Pollock’s death, an attorney for the Pollock-Krasner Foundation stated, “Biro can find all the fingerprints he wants. But, in terms of the marketplace, the [] paintings are done.”

According to forensics experts Biro’s findings are unreliable and he does not provide information that allows his work to enter the process of peer-review. Thus even Biro’s in depth forensics “evidence” cannot be validated as scientific proof on which to rely, particularly in light of an authenticator’s motives. As described in the New Yorker article, Biro’s past was examined, illuminating a history of lawsuits and accusations of fraud and missing paintings.

Troubling is the situation in which dealers rely upon expertise from suspect authenticators to confirm veracity and sell works to unsuspecting buyers. Biro’s history and reputation understandably affect the reliability of his statements, adding more to the debate about La Bella Principessa. He is not the only authenticator to be accused of dishonest behavior.

The market must consider the reliability of an expert and whether the person supplying the opinion is an uninterested party, presenting a broader question to the art market: how can we settle disputes between experts, whether within the same area of expertise or working in related fields? Expert opinions are not always in accord and one of the most challenging legal situations for litigators is a battle of experts. When two equally qualified experts disagree on an attribution, the market determines the outcome. Without a definitive answer, uncertainty prevails.

Tellingly, even the most qualified and honest experts have been fooled; some forgeries are so great that they hoodwink nearly everyone. When the quality of a forgery is very high, it makes proving its falsity more difficult. Although scientific analysis has improved and we have advanced tools at our disposal, forgers have also evolved and are now better equipped to create convincing fakes. Forgers have ingenious
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ways to create forged works. As discussed below in Part J.1, famous forgers have created false provenance records, used era-appropriate materials to create convincing works, and falsely aged works in order to create more saleable fakes.

I. Perhaps the Job of a Connoisseur is Difficult Because it is Difficult to Identify Fakes, Particularly “Mixed” Works

Although some connoisseurs are highly skilled, conscientious, and discerning, detection of a forgery is not guaranteed. “Mixed” works, ones that include elements by the attributed artist and portions by another artist, are especially challenging. Take the case of a heavily restored work. To make a preliminary study painted by Monet that was not as attractive as a completed painting more marketable, a “conservator” (or “forger,” depending on your perspective) opted to “improve” the painting. He added trees, flowers, and clouds. Is this still a work by Monet? If not, then when does the work cease to be the “original”? When does a work lose its authorship? If the painting is still considered to be by Monet, is it valuable simply because the artist’s hand touched the canvas at some point in time? An owner or seller would probably argue that the work is still the product of Monet. However, the “original” may no longer emit the same essence. Is this just a plea to be connected with the artist?

Should the “reworked” Monet be classified as a forgery? If so, could a seller be liable for selling this work? What would happen to a disappointed buyer who later discovers that the Monet landscape was vastly reworked and altered by a “conservator” in an attempt to increase the value of a study? A forensics analyst may conclude that the work was by Monet because the canvas dates to his time, the original layers of paint were appropriate with the artist’s materials, and the painting exhibits age. The investigator may have determined that the work was restored. A provenance investigator may also find that the work is genuine and can be traced back to Monet. A reference to the work could have been discovered in the artist’s journal or in a correspondence, tracing the ownership back to the hand of Monet. In fact, even if a connoisseur noted the retouching, the work may still be labeled as a “restored” Monet. There comes a point when many would consider the work to be by someone other than the Impressionist artist, no matter how resistant the owner or seller. This is exactly what happened in 1997 with a purported portrait by Modigliani; the author of his catalogue raisonné refused to include a particular painting because it had been extensively overpainted.\footnote{Cohen, supra note 189.}
Should blame be placed on the market or the owners for zealously wanting to believe in the veracity of an attribution? We want to fool ourselves: in a world in which most people, whether from ambition or greed, want to discover originals rather than forgeries, connoisseurs and scientists can often be a forger’s best friends.

1. A Brief History of a Few Notable Forgers

The public has a fascination with forgers. There is a long history of art deception: including works that fooled experts for generations. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries were witness to many famous forgeries and the 21st century is on the same path. In the 1900s exceptional forgers became well known for their clever deceptions, and some forgers were so successful they became famous in their own right. One of the most famous forgers was recognized for his ability to deceive the Nazis and has thus become known as the boldest forger of Old Masters. The Dutch Hans Van Meegeren worked as an artist and was recognized as a popular painter in his native Netherlands. Yet he was criticized for being derivative, with a famous critic stating that Van Meegeren was “[a] gifted technician who has made a sort of composite facsimile of the Renaissance school, he has every virtue except originality.”277 The painter set out to prove his talents by forging famous artists. Like many famous forgers, the Dutch artist’s motivation was to exact revenge on critics.278 Eventually one of his Vermeer forgeries made its way into the collection of Nazi Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering.279 After the Second World War, the work was discovered in Goering’s collection and van Meegeren was arrested as a collaborator for selling Dutch cultural property to the Nazis.280 This would have been an act of treason punishable by death.281 With the risk of death, the artist confessed to creating the forgery.282 On November 12, 1947, after a
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brief but highly publicized trial, he was convicted of falsification and fraud charges and was sentenced to one year in prison. He never served his sentence; before he could be incarcerated, he suffered a heart attack and passed away. Early in 1947, a newspaper poll found van Meegeren was the second most popular man in the Netherlands, after the newly elected Prime Minister.  

Another forger, Elmyr de Hory, received the red-carpet treatment with a documentary based on his life—Orson Wells’ *F is for Fake*. Facts about his life were shrouded in mystery; he used a pseudonym and created an alternate history about his background, claiming that his father was a Roman Catholic diplomat. In fact, he was born Elemer Albert Hoffman, to a Jewish merchant in Hungary in 1906. After escaping a Berlin prison hospital, de Hory made his way to France and made a living selling art. He approached art galleries with his forgeries, claiming that the works were from a Hungarian family estate. He was a master forger, able to mimic the style of many artists and pleased to discover that his forgeries were featured in art books among artists’ original works. Some of his works were identified as fakes and there were lawsuits brought against him. Yet de Hory’s business of fakes continued to thrive and he prospered financially. However his work eventually became sloppy, leading the FBI and Interpol to follow his trail. Problems began snowballing, de Hory eluded the police, and he finally returned to his home on Ibiza to bide his time. With the authorities on his trail, and his newfound fame from the biography and documentary, he returned to painting. He hoped his fame would boost his sales and he attempted to sell original
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works.294 He was devastated when France attempted to extradite him for forgery.295 “In 1976, while under investigation for art fraud, he committed suicide by overdosing on sleeping pills.”296

Another fascinating tale of forgery is recounted in Provenance, a book that recounts details of a forgery ring mastermind by the name of John Drewe.297 Drewe (born John Cockett) was charismatic and spun tall tales about his credentials, claiming to have a Ph.D. although he was actually a high school dropout.298 In 1985 he placed an advertisement in the newspaper seeking an artist. Drewe commissioned a starving artist, John Myatt, to copy paintings to decorate Drewe’s home.299 Eventually he convinced the artist to paint forgeries, which Drewe then sold to dealers and placed in auction houses and galleries, and he even donated to a fundraising auction.300 The most astonishing aspect of this scam is that Drewe duped experts by falsely aging works with vacuum dust, varnish, and rusted picture frames.301 He also created provenances for the works by forging certificates of authenticity, invoices, and documents from previous “owners”—using records of the deceased to build convincing stories about the art.302 He infiltrated archives by introducing false records into them, replacing old records with new pages that included Myatt’s forgeries.303 This allowed Drewe to alter catalogues and strengthen the works’ provenance histories. Experts opine that correcting the catalogues will require years of work.304 One of the amazing aspects of the Drewe/Myatt fraud was Drewe’s ability to convince people in the art world of his expertise.

Myatt was arrested by Scotland Yard in 1995 and he agreed to cooperate and provide information about Drewe.305 Myatt served time for his role in the scheme but gained fame for his high quality paintings,
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partly due to his role in the fraud. Although a mountain of evidence was supplied against Drewe, he maintained his innocence during prosecution. He was released on bail and disappeared, but was recaptured. He was charged and he defended himself at trial. Unlike Van Meegeren and de Hory, Drewe served jail time. Although sentenced to six years in prison for conspiracy to defraud, two counts of forgery, one count of theft, and one count of using a false instrument with intent, he only served two years; but that wasn’t the end of his legal troubles. In 2012 Drewe was convicted of defrauding a 71-year-old woman of her life savings.

Some forgers have become so well known that they are celebrated today. In February 2014, 60 Minutes featured a man commonly known as the most “successful” forger (at least from a financial perspective), Wolfgang Beltracchi. After forty years of forging, Beltracchi eventually faced six years in prison and $27 million in lawsuits. He claims to be one of the most “exhibited painters in the world,” and his work has even donned the cover of a Christie’s auction catalog. Beltracchi is famous for audaciously stating that his motives come from fulfilling the desire of the forged artist, “[i]n my thoughts, I created an original work, an unpainted painting by the artists of the past. . . . I painted works that really should have been in the artist’s oeuvre.”

This contention that Beltracchi is channeling dead artists is a familiar story.
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2. Forgers’ Psychological Rationales for Duping the Marketplace

One of the common threads between forgers is the way they defend their illegal behavior with psychological justifications. These individuals are often admired by the public who are pleased to inflict embarrassment upon the rich elite of the art world. 316 Van Meegeren claimed that he intended his forgeries to be a tool to exact revenge upon critics who had humiliated him. He planned to wait until the painting attracted critical acclaim, and then he would reveal its true nature. 317 In 1945 he stated, “[d]riven into a state of anxiety and depression due to the all-too-meager appreciation of my work, I decided, one fateful day, to revenge myself on the art critics and experts by doing something the likes of which the world had never seen before.” 318

Once he had achieved financial success from his criminal behavior, the temptation was too great and he continued to forge works.319 Similarly, forger Eric Hebborn expressed his motivation as a desire for revenge against the British class establishment and art dealers.320 (Still unsolved, Hebborn was murdered in 1996, mere weeks after publishing The Faker’s Handbook, a set of instructions on ways to forge artworks. His body was discovered on a street in Rome, his skull broken.321) A living artist-forger who has recently attracted attention is Ken Perenyi. For nearly thirty years Perenyi forged works by select eighteenth and nineteenth century artists. Like other famous forgers who enjoyed fooling experts, Perenyi grew dependent on the revenue he received from the fakes.322 But eventually the FBI began investigating his sales.323 Under the scrutiny of federal agents the forger realized he could not continue selling forgeries. He started a “new business model” in which he openly sold fake oil paintings as reproductions of masterpieces.324 Perenyi is able to sell his paintings, but only if he clearly advises customers that they are reproductions.325 Perenyi now has a successful business selling these works, and he boasts about his
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skills, claiming “[t]here’s no one who does what I do.”\textsuperscript{326} He even has a website that brazenly welcomes visitors with the statement: “Welcome to Americas [sic] #1 Art Forger Website.”\textsuperscript{327} Similar to Beltracchi, Perenyi opines that he is fulfilling the wishes of the artists he forged. “I’m convinced that if these artists were alive today, they would thank me,” he has said, “I’m somebody that understands and appreciates their work.”\textsuperscript{328}

3. The Psychology of Art Buyers

Just as forgers are motivated by psychological desires to wreak havoc on the art establishment, art collectors and the art world are spurred into believing in the veracity of forged works by their own cognitive motivations. Owners want works by famed artists and are willing to be deceived. It can be argued that the excessive number of fakes on the market reflects the willingness of the market and market players to believe in the veracity of fakes.

a. An Owner Becomes Part of the Art’s History

Buying a work by an established artist links the owner to the artist. The owner has a manifest physical connection to the artist; he owns an object that was once in the artist’s hands. The owner is in a unique position—one in which he possesses a single work from an artist’s oeuvre—and he has the ability to own and enjoy the object to the exclusion of all others. Furthermore, that owner becomes part of the work’s provenance, inextricably linked to the history of the object. The art world and future generations will always link the object to the current owner, allowing buyers to insert themselves into the annals of art history.

b. Owners Believe in the Veracity of the Work Due to Economic and Aesthetic Values

Owners allow themselves to be deceived because it serves their own interests. Not only do owners reap the psychological benefits of owning an original, but they also gain financial benefits by possessing a work by a famous artist. Attribution to a master or well-known painter brings value to the owner’s collection and higher prices when the object is resold. This phenomenon is not only true for art connoisseurs, but also for the general public and its fascination with attribution.

For a blatant example of the attribution affecting value, street artist
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Banksy recently demonstrated this scenario on the unsuspecting public. In October 2013 Banksy held a month-long residency in New York City. During the course of the month he created street art around the metropolis. Residents were thrilled to have Banksy call the city his playground, and hunting for new works by the artist became sport for New Yorkers from all walks of life. While the Banksy craze was in full swing, a small art stall was set up in Central Park. The stall was run by an older man selling works in the style of, and signed by, Banksy (some of which included figures commonly featured in Banksy graffiti). Over the course of seven hours, only eight canvases were sold. But as stated by this headline, “Banksy Has Unannounced Art Sale with Genuine Signed Canvases in Central Park, Sells Almost Nothing,” this was another instance of Banksy’s playfulness—the art was genuine. Works attributed to Banksy can sell for hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars, and people are so desperate to get his works that they remove walls from building structures to gain possession of it. But when dozens of works were available for a paltry $60, the vast majority of them went unsold. This was Banksy’s way of drawing attention to the fickle nature of the art world and demonstrating that the public is more interested in his name than in the artistic qualities of his works.

c. The Belief in an Attribution Has Physical Manifestations on Viewers

We believe that works by master artists are inherently superior to copies. The notion of authorship is so strong that the psychological implications physically manifest themselves. One group of researchers examined the way in which perceptions of art affect the brain’s response to it. Fourteen volunteers, familiar with Rembrandt but without formal art history training, were put into an fMRI machine and given

the following instructions, “You will see a sequence of 50 Rembrandt paintings. Before each image appears, an audio prompt will announce whether the upcoming painting is ‘authentic’ or a ‘copy.’ A blank screen will appear for a few seconds after each image to allow you to relax your gaze.” The portraits were equally divided between Rembrandt and “school of Rembrandt.” While the subjects were staring at the paintings, the scanner recorded changes in cortical blood flow. The catch was that the researchers reversed half of the attributions, so that half of the subjects were told that the real Rembrandts were copies.

There was no detectable difference in the response of visual areas to Rembrandt and “school of Rembrandt” works. This is not surprising since it would take years of training before critics can reliably discern real Rembrandt from copies. But astonishing results relate to works falsely labeled as authentic. Scientists located an activity pattern that appeared whenever a painting was deemed to be authentic, regardless of whether or not it actually was. In those instances, subjects experienced a spike in activity in the orbitofrontal cortex, an area of the brain behind the eyes that is often associated with perceptions of reward, pleasure and monetary gain. Tellingly, there was no difference in orbitofrontal response when the Rembrandt attribution was applied to a fake work, as the brain responded identically. The quality of art was irrelevant; it was merely the label of authenticity that induced the physical reaction. The results were astonishing, “[w]e only see the beauty because we are looking for it.”

K. Forgeries Harm the Art Market, the Understanding of Art History, and our Perception of Artists

Art forgery not only leads to economic losses, but also harms our understanding of art history by transforming our perception of artists. Fakes and forgeries defraud art scholarship and dilute an artist’s body of work. In the case of van Meegeren, his fakes were impressive enough to fool some Vermeer experts. However, the paintings also included unmistakable elements of the forger’s own style. With the wide praise of the Vermeer paintings, the van Meegeren aspects of the work became accepted as artistic features of Vermeer, thus distorting history’s perception of the artist. In his next Vermeer forgery, van Meegeren
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included more of himself and less of Vermeer, and so on, gaining more acceptance with each forgery as his own style overtook Vermeer’s.\textsuperscript{340} His last forgeries, in fact, were hardly anything like authentic Vermeers; “[b]ecause curators and buyers had their understanding of the Vermeer style warped by the earlier forgeries, van Meegeren was able to get away with it.”\textsuperscript{341} If his forgeries had remained undiscovered, today we would have a wildly distorted view of Vermeer’s art. In this case we are fortunate, but often we do not discover the forgery and the artist’s portfolio is affected. Forgers harm artists by misattributing works that are representative of the artists’ style.

Some argue that copies are not inferior to originals because they are equally beautiful, but copies lack the innovation of their original models.\textsuperscript{342} What many admire in a work of art includes more than what simply meets the eye. If we listen to a recording of a piano prodigy and later learn that the recording was digitally enhanced, altered, sped-up, and patched together, then we would be disappointed. Our perception of an artwork is partially determined by what we know about its production.\textsuperscript{343} El Greco’s dramatic compositions of elongated and distorted figures became an inspiration for the Expressionist and Cubist movements, however no El Greco forgery could be credited as “ahead of its time.” Part of what we admire about great artists is their originality, and forgers, by their very process, are derivative and unoriginal.\textsuperscript{344}

\section*{IV. WHAT LEGAL REMEDIES ARE AVAILABLE?}

As has been argued in this Article, there are challenges in asserting and definitively proving that a work is a forgery.\textsuperscript{345} Once a work is proven as such, the victim of an art forgery, whether it be a private collector, museum, or organization, has legal remedies at his or her disposal. Under state and federal law, a forger is criminally liable for his acts. As discussed above, determining that a work is fake is an obstacle, and proving its falseness in a court of law is even more challenging. Even if buyers can definitively prove that a work is a fake, there are additional hurdles.

\subsection*{A. Fraud}

If there is a smoking gun and the forger is identified, as in the case
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of the Knoedler Gallery, then a buyer may assert charges for fraud. Of the five elements, the most difficult to prove is that the seller had scienter (knowledge) that the work was a forgery. The difficulty involved in proving scienter is obvious. If the record demonstrates that the seller genuinely believed in the veracity of the representation, then the plaintiff will be unable to prove the scienter necessary to sustain a fraud claim. In the case of a high-quality and convincing forgery, a dealer may successfully assert the defense that he, too, was deceived. Since the beginning of modern legal jurisprudence, courts have held that a dealer cannot be guilty of fraud for representing information that he himself believed.

Courts have, however, recently demonstrated a willingness to impute knowledge on dealers—even amateur ones. In April 2014 Kevin Sutherland, a Florida pastor who dabbled in art sales, was found guilty of fraud. At trial the jurors were asked to determine whether Sutherland knew that the work he was selling was fake and whether he hid that knowledge from an officer purchasing the work undercover. The work sold by Mr. Sutherland was previously rejected by Sotheby’s. After learning of the auction house’s rejection, Sutherland opted not to present the painting to another expert or share this information with the potential buyer; rather, he attempted to quickly sell the painting via private sale. With this knowledge, the court determined that Sutherland had committed fraud.

In the case of fraud against the Knoedler Gallery, Ann Freedman insisted that she had no idea that the works were fake. However, is it
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creditable that the gallery’s director never took any actions to investigate or delve into Rosales’ past or the true nature of the works for sale? Victims of the forgery scheme claim that the gallery’s director was culpable because she was cognizant of problems with works sold at the gallery and concealed them. Some also claim that there is proof of willful ignorance; Freedman avoided certain art experts out of fear that the works would be rejected. Even worse is the assertion that Freedman actively participated in the fraud. Counsel for the Knoedler Gallery asserted that the gallery and its director had no knowledge of the fraud, although one federal judge in the Southern District of New York, Judge Gardephe, did not believe that defense. The court rejected a motion to dismiss two lawsuits against Freedman, Rosales, and the Knoedler. Gardephe stated, “[t]he complaints also plead facts more broadly demonstrating that Freedman likely knew . . . that her statements were false.”

B. States, such as New York, Have Passed Legislation that Places Some Responsibility on Dealer-Sellers

Although the plaintiff-buyer has a difficult task to overcome in proving that a seller had scienter in committing fraud, some state legislation carves out a way to protect buyers in the instance that a forgery was purchased from a dealer. As New York is the center of the art market in the United States (if not the world), state representatives deemed it necessary to protect buyers who purchase works within the state. Legislators reasoned that dealers are in the best position to protect consumers. Dawson v. G. Malina was the first case to interpret breach of warranty under New York Arts and Cultural Affairs Law § 13.01. The law establishes that when an art merchant attributes an artwork to an author in writing, it is presumed to be part of the basis of the sale and is deemed to be an express warranty of authenticity. This warranty applies only in the case in which a written
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statement is made by an art merchant and provided to a non-art merchant. In *Dawson v. G. Malina*, the court found that the appropriate standard for determining breach of warranty of authenticity is whether the art merchant’s representations had a “reasonable basis in fact” at the time that the representations were made. Sellers must have a “reasonable basis in fact” for believing that the items sold are authentic. The plaintiff must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the seller did not have a reasonable basis in fact, which is measured by expert testimony. However, a merchant will not be held responsible for a misrepresentation if he reasonably believed in the veracity of the statement.

In *Levin v. Dalva Bros., Inc.*, the First Circuit applied the § 13.01, reasoning that the primary contacts occurred in New York, and determined that the New York fine art statute trumps § 2-313 of the U.C.C. The court reasoned that the U.C.C. only creates an express warranty for a seller’s affirmation of fact and therefore under the U.C.C. an art dealer could submit an affirmation of authenticity, and then later claim that the attribution was only an opinion and not a warranty. The New York state statute does not differentiate between an affirmation and an opinion, but instead examines only whether the written statements were based on a reasonable basis in fact.

**C. Contract Law May Help to Resolve Issues Related to Sales of Forgeries**

If buyers are not safeguarded under specific state laws, they may find protection under contract law. A buyer will typically sue for rescission of the contract—repayment of the purchase price in exchange for the return of the artwork. Equitable considerations require that an aggrieved buyer fooled into purchasing an item not conforming to his reasonable expectations be afforded a remedy under contract law.
1. Express and Implied Warranties Under the Uniform Commercial Code

It is reasonable to assert that the identity of an artist is a material aspect of a contract and should be captured in a warranty. Because of the nature of a work of art, authorship is part of the basis of the bargain. An express warranty is created through an affirmation or promise,377 the description of the art object,378 or a seller’s statements of opinion about the work.379 These statements by a seller comprise the core description of an artwork, and become a part of the “basis of the bargain.”380 If the artwork fails to conform to the seller’s affirmations or promises the warranty is breached, and the buyer can demand rescission. If a buyer purchases a work identified as a Pollock, then that attribution is an important aspect of the sale and should be included as a warranty. Art purchasers claim warranties under U.C.C. Article 2, most often arguing that an express warranty had been breached if an art object is inauthentic.381 This is similar to the argument that § 13.01(1)(b) of the New York State Consolidated Laws Services Arts and Cultural Affairs Law creates an express warranty when a certificate of authenticity, or a similar written instrument, is provided by an art merchant seller and a non-art merchant buyer. Buyers could arguably assert rights under the implied warranty provision of the U.C.C. The provision states:

(1) [A] warranty that the goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods of that kind . . . (2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such as (a) pass without objection in the trade under the contract description; and . . . (f) conform to the promise or affirmations of fact made on the container or label if any. (3) Unless excluded or modified . . . other implied warranties may arise from course of dealing or usage of trade.382

However, courts have been unclear about the application of this
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provision. In *Balog v. Center Art Gallery-Hawaii, Inc.*, the District of Hawaii determined that the implied warranty of merchantability does not apply to art because forged art is as merchantable as authentic works because its fundamental use is its aesthetic value and display, not its authorship.³⁸³ On the other hand, the Northern District of Illinois did find an implied warranty of merchantability under U.C.C. § 2-314 for an authentication and appraisal report.³⁸⁴ The court explained that goods are merchantable if they “conform to the promises . . . made on the container or label” within the meaning of U.C.C. § 2-314(2)(f).³⁸⁵ Additionally, if a painting does not correspond to statements in an authentication document, then it does not satisfactorily match the description, thus deeming it unmerchantable under U.C.C. § 2-314(2)(a).³⁸⁶

2. Breach of Contract

It is reasonable to assert that the identity of an artist is a material aspect of an agreement. In contract law, a material term is a contract provision that concerns significant issues, such as subject matter, price, quantity, or payment.³⁸⁷ A reasonable contracting party would recognize that authorship is an important provision of a sales agreement. If a buyer purchases a multi-million dollar painting advertised as a Pollock, that person has a reasonable expectation that he is purchasing a correctly attributed Pollock. Selling falsely attributed works should be classified as a “fundamental breach,” arguably allowing the aggrieved party to terminate the sales agreement.³⁸⁸ Article 25 of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (“CISG”) states that a contract breach is “fundamental” if it results in “such detriment to the other party as substantially to deprive him of what he is entitled to expect under the contract, unless the party in breach did not foresee and a reasonable person of the same kind in the same circumstances would not have foreseen such a result.”³⁸⁹ In analyzing whether a breach is fundamental, the core element is “detriment.”³⁹⁰ Economic loss is classified as a detriment, if it is substantial and deprives the party of what he or she is “entitled to expect.”³⁹¹

³⁸⁵ *Id.*
³⁸⁶ *Id.*
³⁸⁷ *Material Term, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY* (7th ed. 1999).
³⁹⁰ *Id.*
³⁹¹ *Cem Veziroglu, The Concept of ‘Fundamental Breach’ in the CISG, ACADEMIA,*
reasonable person would willingly pay millions of dollars for a work resembling a Pollock, but not by Pollock’s hand. Paying the price of an authentic Pollock, but only receiving a copy, is a detriment.

3. Mutual or Unilateral Mistake

In a similar way, a contract may be voided if based upon a mutual mistake. A mutual mistake occurs when both parties to a contract are mistaken about the same material fact within their contract. It is reasonable to assert that the correct attribution, the actual identity of the artist, is a material fact. Historically courts have agreed to void contracts based on mutual mistake. The Restatement (Second) of Contracts states:

>

Where a mistake of both parties at the time of contract was made as to a basic assumption on which the contract was made has a material effect on the agreed exchange of performances, the contract is voidable by the adversely affected party unless he bears the risk of the mistake under the rule stated in Section 154.

Section 154 provides exceptions for this mutual mistake and outlines circumstances under which a party bears the risk of mistake:

1. [when] the risk is allocated to him by agreement of the parties, or
2. he is aware, at the time the contract is made, that he has only limited knowledge with respect to the facts to which the mistake relates but treats his limited knowledge as sufficient, or
3. the risk is allocated to him by the court on the ground that it is reasonable in the circumstances to do so.

Essentially, if the mutual mistake significantly changes the subject matter or the purpose of the contract, the court will not enforce the agreement when the aggrieved party has not assumed the risk.

The party claiming mutual mistake must show “that the mistake in question is mutual, substantial, material and exists at the time the contract is entered.” [T]he mistake must be ‘so material that . . . it
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goes to the foundation of the agreement.”

However, there are limitations: for example, the mutual mistake doctrine “may not be invoked by a party to avoid the consequences of its own negligence.” Mutual mistake is not available to a disappointed buyer who did nothing prior to the sale to protect his purchase. In ACA Galleries, Inc. v. Kinney, the court ruled that a buyer could not rescind an agreement based on mutual mistake because he failed to investigate authenticity prior to purchase. The buyer, a gallery, was informed that the artist’s authentication board was available to inspect the work. The gallery declined a consultation, opting to present the work for inspection after the purchase. The buyer was aware that its self-conducted pre-purchase inspection provided it with “only limited knowledge with respect to the facts to which the mistake relates but treat[ed] its limited knowledge as sufficient.” Under Section 154, the gallery assumed the risk and thus was prevented from demanding rescission based upon mutual mistake. The contract was not voidable because of the buyer’s consciously accepted risk. From these rulings, it is evident that the mutual mistake doctrine is used in narrow circumstances, only where the buyer was not negligent in his purchase: i.e., where the purchaser had completed a reasonable amount of due diligence.

Buyers may also be able to rescind a contract under unilateral mistake where the error is held by only one party and not shared by the other. Where only one party has erred, it could lead to an unfair advantage in bargaining power; therefore, remedies such as rescission
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405 See Donovan v. RRL Corp., 27 P.3d 702 (Cal. 2001) (holding that rescission may be appropriate for mistake of fact if it is material to the contract and was not the result of neglect of a legal duty, if enforcement of the contract as made would be unconscionable, and if the other party can be placed in status quo); see also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 153 (1981) (authorizing rescission for a unilateral mistake of fact where “the effect of the mistake is such that enforcement of the contract would be unconscionable.”).

or contract reformation may be reasonable. To rescind a contract under this doctrine, the error must have had a material effect on the outcome of the contract.\textsuperscript{407} In addition, the effect of the mistake is such that enforcement of the contract would be unconscionable, and the other party had reason to know of the mistake or that his fault caused the mistake.\textsuperscript{408} However, to show that the buyer entered into an agreement due to an error on his part, the buyer would have to prove that the seller did not make an error. To do so, the buyer would need to prove that the seller knew the correct attribution, essentially proving that the seller committed fraud.\textsuperscript{409} Proving this requires a showing of scienter, the great hurdle in a fraud case, thus making this remedy as difficult as proving fraud.\textsuperscript{410}

\textbf{D. RICO Provides Criminal Penalties for Art Forgery Schemes}

Under the federal racketeering law, aggrieved buyers may have remedies. The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act of 1970 (RICO),\textsuperscript{411} often used against white collar crime, provides for extended criminal penalties and civil actions for multiple acts performed as part of an ongoing or active criminal organization. Fraud is included in the actionable crimes under its list of predicate acts.\textsuperscript{412} Where a RICO violation is predicated on fraudulent acts, a plaintiff must allege that a defendant’s acts were not only the “but for” cause of plaintiff’s injury, but the proximate cause as well, necessitating “some direct relation between the injury asserted and the injurious conduct alleged. . . . A link that is too remote, purely contingent, or indirect is insufficient.”\textsuperscript{413} Although RICO is rarely used in art forgery matters, the plaintiffs in \textit{De Sole v. Knoedler} alleged RICO violations.\textsuperscript{414} The defendants in that case filed a motion to dismiss, which was denied by the court when the judge determined the plaintiffs had adequately pleaded a substantive RICO claim.\textsuperscript{415} Denied in many cases,\textsuperscript{416} the applicability of RICO has rarely been applied in art forgery matters. In \textit{Galerie Furstenberg v. Coffaro} RICO was applied to recover damages arising from the defendant art

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{407} Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 154 (1981).
\textsuperscript{408} Id.
\textsuperscript{410} See May Dep’t Stores Co. v. Int’l Leasing Corp., Inc., 1 F.3d 138, 141 (2d Cir. 1993).
\textsuperscript{413} Hemi Grp., LLC v. City of New York, 559 U.S. 1, 2 (2010) (citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{415} Id. at 311 (hopefully the final decision in this matter will provide greater insight to the court’s treatment of RICO cases related to art crimes).
\textsuperscript{416} See, e.g., Schlaifer Nance & Co. v. The Estate of Andy Warhol, 119 F.3d 91 (2d Cir. 1997).
\end{flushleft}
merchants’ creation and dissemination of counterfeit Salvador Dalí works. The plaintiff’s complaint identified eight Dalí works which defendants reproduced without permission. The court affirmed this was a RICO violation, which required a “pattern of racketeering activity.”

RICO has tremendous potential for prosecuting and preventing art crimes and for compensating art crime victims. It allows private parties to sue an enterprise and file for damages that are triple the amount suffered.

E. The Federal Trade Commission Recognizes Art Crimes as Unfair Trade Practice

The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) has used the FTC Act to battle unfair trade practices in the art world. In FTC v. Magui Publishers, Inc., the FTC brought an action “under sections 5 and 13(b) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 45 and 53(b), for injunctive relief and disgorgement of earnings on account of deceptive practices in the sale of art prints.” Section 45 of the FTC Act protects consumers against “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” Deception is found “if there is a representation, omission or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances . . . .” The sale of a forged work to an unsuspecting buyer is a deceptive act, as an art collector would not knowingly spend large amounts of money on a forged work if he were aware of its true origins. Beginning in the early 1980s, Magui Publishers and its owner distributed limited edition etchings and lithographs that were reproductions of works by Salvador Dalí. The works were reproduced on paper Dalí had purportedly pre-signed, and were accompanied by a certificate of authenticity falsely identifying the artist as Salvador Dalí. In FTC v. Magui, the court ruled against Magui, permanently enjoining the gallery from fraudulent activity and ordering the gallery to restore $1.96 million in ill-gotten profits. The court reasoned that the gallery illegally misrepresented attribution “both as a matter of common sense
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and under the definition of ‘artist’ . . . .” Labeling a work that was not actually created by the artist as being from an artist’s collection misled consumers.

F. Buyers May Pursue Claims Unrelated to Authenticity

Another avenue for resolving forgery claims relates to international cultural heritage or customs laws. Some items are not eligible for sale abroad if they are classified as cultural heritage objects. For example, in France, a painting over 100 years old may be classified as an object of cultural significance. Under European Union law, a work may be prohibited from export outside of a nation state’s borders. In order to sell and ship artwork outside of borders, a seller may be required to obtain an export license from the source nation’s ministry of culture. It is necessary for art sellers to obtain the required permission and necessary licenses to export a cultural heritage object from its source nation. If a license was not granted, then the sale may be illegal.

Buyers generally are not successful in demanding rescission on grounds of illegal export, because courts have not discharged contract responsibilities for customs requirements. Rather, courts have found that illegal export does not deem a work unsalable because there are alternative markets in which to sell goods. In the case of cultural heritage, alternate markets are not available because the illegal export and lack of license affect the object itself. A cultural object entering into a foreign market without the proper accompanying documents does not have clean title. This makes it nearly impossible for any purchaser to resell the object, as due diligence will expose the illegality.

G. Non-Legal Considerations

The art market often operates in a different manner than other markets. Dealers rely on their reputations, and clients can use this susceptibility for additional leverage. One aspect of due diligence is the investigation of a seller’s background. Buyers and attorneys today can ascertain information about dealers by conducting a simple online
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search. Since the case that took down the Knoedler Gallery, other dealers have become very much aware of the precarious nature of their businesses. As many art collectors share information about their purchases and socialize in elite groups of collectors, sellers’ reputations are valuable, and thus they should accurately represent art for sale. Buyers do have some control over the market and the demand of works from particular dealers.

**CONCLUSION**

In *Hahn v. Duveen*, Judge Black expressed his frustration with authentication in the art market. He recognized that there may not be an absolute truth, and there may not be a consensus for particular works of art, writing:

A new situation exists in the world of art... Frequently, as antiques passed from family to family or from government to government, their authenticity was frequently questioned. Finally, the pendulum of artistic criticism swung slower and slower, until it usually stopped at an opinion which remained practically standard. But it was always subject to a renewal of criticism in books or in the press whenever a critic leveled his attacks at a certain work.

Sadly, this still holds true today. Whether it is a human desire to believe in the authenticity of objects linking us to a famed artist or the high level of skills possessed by gifted forgers, the art market is full of high-priced fakes fooling the masses.
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